Change is everything

BrainStorm
Threat Defense
Stop hackers in their tracks by preparing
your users for anything.

90% of security
breaches are caused
by human error.

BrainStorm Threat Defense combines proven change methodologies
with a realistic phishing experience to see how your users will react
in the face of a security threat. And because Threat Defense lives
in QuickHelp™ (BrainStorm’s software adoption platform), you’re
not just showing users how to keep your organization safe—you’re
showing them how document protection, file collaboration, and
other technology best practices help them do it.
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Change is everything

Reinventing security awareness
Traditional security training leaves users feeling bored, shamed,
and disconnected from their role in keeping organizations safe from
cyberattacks. With Threat Defense, you’ll be able to:
Engage users with content that’s relevant (and correction
that never feels embarrassing)
Scale software adoption and security training in one,
easy-to-use platform
Integrate security training into your onboarding process so
users don’t get left behind in yearly trainings
Map out a security plan that goes beyond phishing attacks
to give you a better understanding of your security
vulnerabilities

95% of users become aware
of their security shortcomings

Real results

94% of users change
the way they evaluate email
+50% identify other areas
where they can improve their
personal security

How it works
1 Teach – Users are assigned a skill path on how to avoid
		 common security breaches.
2 Phish – You work with your BrainStorm CSM to send simulated
		 phishing emails to your users.
3 Reinforce – Users who click through the email are assigned
		 remedial security training.
4 Report – The QuickHelp admin receives a detailed report on
		 employee vulnerability and remediation.

Be on the safe side
To learn more about Threat Defense, schedule a demo at
brainstorminc.com/threatdefense

About BrainStorm
BrainStorm activates change and
drives software adoption by using
technology to empower people and
transform organizations.
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